MERYL ETTELSON, piano

Wednesday, April 1, 1981
8:00 p.m. in Hamman Hall

Contemporary American Music

PROGRAM

Makroskosmos, Volume II ("Twelve Fantasy Pieces after the Zodiac for Amplified Piano")  George Crumb  (b. 1929)

Part One
Morning Music (Genesis II)  Cancer
The Mystic Chord  Sagittarius
Rain-Death Variations  Pisces
Twin Suns (Doppelgänger aus der Ewigkeit) [SYMBOL]  Gemini

Part Two
Ghost-Nocturne: for the Druids of Stonehenge (Night-Spell II)  Virgo
Gargoyles  Taurus
Tora! Tora! Tora! (Cadenza Apocalittica)  Scorpio
A Prophecy of Nostradamus [SYMBOL]  Aries

Part Three
Cosmic Wind  Libra
Voices from "Corona Borealis"  Aquarius
Litany of the Galactic Bells  Leo
Agnus Dei [SYMBOL]  Capricorn
Intermission

Piano Variations

Sonata
Feroce; Allegretto con moto
Molto tranquillo
Allegro vivace

Aaron Copland
(b. 1900)

Charles T. Griffes
(1884-1920)

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request that audible paging devices not be used during performance.